
Reword to:
Live esports in-match alerts

Add Medium-blog: 
https://medium.com/ticton

Blog

To be replaced with short 
demo gif/video (Theo to 
provide)

Supported esports

+ more to come

See next page for updated call to 
action



     Ticton is your virtual buddy that watches live 
esports and alerts you. Never again miss live 

esports action that matters to you

Live esports in-match alerts

Messenger 
icon

Connect on Messenger now to secure your spot 
with Ticton. The next big match is already 

underway

New text



See for updated version next 
page + new section (ticton 

loves PUBG)



Want to catch exciting live esports but…

…limited spare time
…only interested in the crunchtime

…limited mobile bandwidth to watch on the go
…school/work obligations during broadcast hours

No need to compromise, Ticton helps focus your attention on the moments that count



Reword to:
TICTON – YOUR VIRTUAL BUDDY THAT WATCHES 
LIVE ESPORTS FOR YOU

Delete the box



Reword to:
Get alerts for the live moments that 
matter most to you

Replace with elements 
from next pages



Screenshot #1
Type of alert

Ticton is your buddy who always watches live esports. Whilst you go about your daily business, Ticton takes notes and 
informs you of the most relevant moments. You get alerts, such as start times of matches, map updates/live ticker and 

custom alerts that you tell Ticton. The alerts arrive directly into your Messenger inbox. No App-install required.

This way, you can have the best of both worlds: Squeeze live esports into your busy schedule. And of course, Ticton helps 
you save mobile data if you watch on the go.

Screenshot #2
Type of alert

Screenshot #3
Type of alert

Alert type #1 Alert type #2 Alert type #3



Life’s too short

BO1 matches are scheduled for about one hour, including breaks and pre-/post- match comments. Make this 
times four at a given matchday. Ask yourself what moments of this hour are really relevant to you. What’s 

capturing your attention and excites you. What is a waste of time?

PUBG matchday timeline

Graphic to come

Ticton is very user-friendly: There is no App-install required. Just start chatting with Ticton on Messenger and off you go. Ticton is 
quite smart and can tailor the live esports experience to your preferences. Tell Ticton about leagues you follow and the types of 

alerts you want. Plus, there’ll be language customization.

We use Messenger as the alerts are time-critical. Emails or social media feeds are not an option. 

How it works

Graphic to come



Delete the box + 
delete entire Hubs 
section



Keep emojis and Reword to:
Ticton – Make every esports moment count

Reword to:
Rely on Ticton to get the most excitement out of live 
esports. What are you waiting for?



About Ticton



Replace with text from next page



Ticton’s purpose is to make live esports accessible, no matter the circumstances. We are huge fans of esports and regularly spend days watching live competitions. 
However, we realised that there are constraints in people’s lives that make it impossible to watch entire events.

We are a technology company focused on increasing engagement with live esports content. We believe in the enormous potential of esports, and the technological 
edge it has over traditional sports broadcasts. We are convinced that esports is leading the way for live content technology that will also impact traditional sports 
media in the future.

We are providing a solution to a combination of opposing forces:

#1 
Abundance of 

content

#2 
Limited/ 

fragmented 
spare time

#3
Maximize 

entertainment 
factor


